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Theme: “Make Me a Channel of your Peace” 
 
 
 

Prayer of Saint Francis 
 
Lord, make me an instrument of your peace. 

Where there is hatred, let me sow love. 

Where there is injury, pardon. 

Where there is doubt, faith. 

Where there is despair, hope. 

Where there is darkness, light. 

Where there is sadness, joy.  

 

O Divine Master, grant that I may not so much seek 

to be consoled as to console; 

to be understood as to understand; 

to be loved, as to love. 

 

For it is in giving that we receive. 

It is in pardoning that we are pardoned. 

It is in dying that we are born to eternal life.  

 

http://www.google.ca/imgres?num=10&hl=fr&biw=1360&bih=589&tbm=isch&tbnid=sEThexqOW-QRVM:&imgrefurl=http://merveilleusenature.centerblog.net/rub-saints-que-l-on-fete-.html&docid=TAPNa97ZUt8MbM&imgurl=http://merveilleusenature.m.e.pic.centerblog.net/ytbeciem.jpg&w=512&h=384&ei=2B1qULTtNLSP0QHL1YDICA&zoom=1&iact=hc&dur=169&sig=103995536078338258943&page=1&tbnh=109&tbnw=145&start=0&ndsp=29&ved=1t:429,r:7,s:0,i:132&tx=120&ty=108&vpx=722&vpy=4&hovh=194&hovw=259
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Was I an Instrument of His Peace? 
 

 
By: Jean Roy 
Former North American French Coordinator 
 
 

During the last ten years, I served Faith and Sharing by accepting responsibilities 
at the North American Committee as coordinator of Region 3, and then as North American French 
Coordinator.  Marc Rioux has now taken over that position.  And as I make a personal evaluation of 
the past years, the prayer attributed to Saint Francis of Assisi comes to mind.  Was I an instrument of 
His peace? 

 

I’ve accomplished many things during those ten years: 
meetings, reports, financial reports, organization of retreats, 
telephone calls, E-mails, ...  Saint Francis’ prayer does not 
mention such things to do.  It talks of the purpose, why such 
things must be done: love, pardon, faith,...  It gives an 
orientation: do for others and not for oneself.  It promises that 
we’ll come out on top, because “it is by giving that we 
receive”... 

Yes, during those ten years, I have given much of 
myself, but I have received a lot more.  I wish to thank all 
those with whom I had the pleasure of working .   

Was I an instrument of His peace?  Is there now more 
Peace in the world 
because of what I 
have attempted to 
do?  I cannot judge 
for myself, and 
besides the judgment 
is not mine to make.  
But I know that in my 
inner self there is 
more Peace.  His 
peace.   
 
 

 
 

 

Themes of upcoming issues 
 

April 2013 (dead line: March 15, 2013):  The Eucharist, a gift from God for life 
 
October 2013 (dead line: Sept. 15, 2013):  I need you 
 

Heart-to-Heart 
 

Subscription : 
3 years :     $ 6.00 

Supporter : $ 5.00 per year 
By email: free 

 
2 issues per year : 

End of October and End of April 
Next dead line : 
March 15, 2013 

 
Aussi disponible en français 

 
Bulletin Foi et Partage 

2295, Galt West 
Sherbrooke (Québec) 

J1K 1K7    (819) 563-7609 
 

To receive the bulletin by email: 
jea_r@videotron.ca 

 
Web site: 

www.faithandsharing.net 
 

mailto:jea_r@videotron.ca
http://www.faithandsharing.net/
http://www.google.ca/imgres?num=10&hl=fr&biw=1360&bih=589&tbm=isch&tbnid=Q1j3oyWn0LxA4M:&imgrefurl=http://www.csdecou.qc.ca/doyonl/nonviolence204.htm&docid=sHOzN9kCbj-1eM&imgurl=http://www.csdecou.qc.ca/doyonl/images et fonds/paix1.jpg&w=875&h=631&ei=5h5qUKvoNYWR0QH6_oGQBQ&zoom=1&iact=hc&vpx=911&vpy=286&dur=1509&hovh=191&hovw=264&tx=147&ty=196&sig=103995536078338258943&page=1&tbnh=105&tbnw=145&start=0&ndsp=24&ved=1t:429,r:22,s:0,i:205
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Heart to Heart with Jean Vanier 

 
To become a source of Peace 

 
 

“The response to war is to live like brothers and sisters. The response to 

injustice is to share. The response to despair is a limitless trust and hope. The 

response to prejudice and hatred is forgiveness. To work for community is to 

work for humanity. To work for peace is to work for a true political solution; it is 

to work for the Kingdom of God. It is to work to enable everyone to live and 

taste the secret joys of the human person united to the eternal.” 

 

“True peace can rarely be imposed from the outside; it must be born within and between communities 

through meetings and dialogue and then carried outward.” 

 

“Peace is the fruit of love, a love that is also justice. But to grow in love requires work -- hard work. 

And it can bring pain because it implies loss -- loss of the certitudes, comforts, and hurts that shelter 

and define us.”   

 

Source: Citations found on the internet 
 

 

 

In my own way, I am an instrument of peace 
 
 

 

By Lise Morin 

Coordinator Faith and Sharing Sherbrooke 

 

Greetings,  

 

Personally speaking, that nice invocation of Saint Francis of Assisi, 

“Make Me a Channel of your Peace”, represents an urgent call to live 

more closely to the Lord at every moment of our lives.  The love that is in 

my heart must be stronger than anything else.  Only with prayer and my 

willingness to put into practice the beautiful divine message can I journey 

toward a peace beyond all peace. 

Knowing myself and forgiving myself to better love myself and 

afterwards do the same thing unto my neighbor: such is my life project.  

When I see the wounds, the frailties and the differences, I say to myself 

that there are reasons, not wanted of course, for such hardships.  

Therefore, I must pause, put aside anger and sadness, and listen to God’s 
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whisper inviting me to remain calm.  I will find serenity, joy and fulfillment.  My own happiness and 

that of others will, consequently, be uplifting and worthy of our Creator.   

My part in spreading the peace appears to be very small because of my human weaknesses, but 

all together, hand in hand, we can build a better world.  And of course God, at all times, has to be the 

all important foreman of such an important endeavor.  

Happy trails...   

 

 

Jean Vanier and Me 
 
By Fr. Jim O’Donnell 
Cleveland 
 

My first encounter with Jean was August 4, 1969 at a Faith and Sharing Retreat 

that took place at Marylake, Ontario.  It was an incredible moment in my life.   I met 

with Jean twice during that week long retreat.  At one point during that retreat Jean took my hands 

and said, “You are called to live your life with those who are poor and marginalized.”  

Thanks to that precious moment, I have spent the last 40 years of my life living and sharing with 

people who are poor and marginalized.   These, my brothers and sisters, have been tremendous gifts 

from God in my life.   They continually call me to live the Gospel message: “Love one another as I 

have loved you.”   

Through Jean, I have been involved for forty tears in Faith and Sharing, Faith and Light and 

L’Arche.  Jean’s presence in my life has led me to his brother Benedict, a Trappist Monk in Quebec, 

to his mother, of blessed memory, Madame Vanier and to the family of Blessed Brother Charles de 

Foucauld.   

Jean and I continue to communicate with each other.  My life as a priest for 56 years is filled with 

Gratitude for all the blessings He has bestowed upon me, especially my relationship with Jean 

Vanier.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Jesus with Father Jim 
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A Retreat Day in Valleyfield 

“My Home, Jesus, is You”  

 

By Suzanne Crête-Legault, Valleyfield 

 

 

Greetings! 

I feel like talking about the annual retreat of our community 

Faith and Sharing that took place last June and during which our 

Bishop Noël Simard was the guest speaker.  Newly arrived in our 

diocese and well aware of Faith and Light, he brilliantly made the 

connection to our theme “My home, Jesus, is you” during his talk.  

We have chosen such a theme for this year because we wish to 

bring comfort to some of our members, persons that are lodged 

and made welcome in certain family type of homes, and for 

different reasons, are called to move often.  So, “My home, Jesus, 

is you” is an attempt to bring some stability to our community.   

Therefore, during that day of spiritual renewal, there were talk, sharing in teams, mass, adoration 

and the sharing of a meal.  Everything went very well, as usual, in an atmosphere of simplicity and 

fraternity.  But this year, we experienced some amazing music that accompanied the event, thanks to 

Mrs. Linda Dumouchel, an artist of outstanding quality.  One of the best moments was the adoration.  

Mrs. Dumouchel, by a use of different instruments (flute, cithara, piano) and a selection of various 

musical pieces, and by her own interpretation, 

was able to create such a wonderful ambiance 

that people were enthusiastic and pacified:  a 

good thirty minutes of an inspiring beatitude.  

Imagine that you are resting and that you 

leave go of all thoughts.  Seated before the 

Blessed Sacrament, harmonious musical notes 

fill the air and float around and about you. You 

have the impression of being in tune with what 

you hear.  There is no rushing and bustling in 

your mind... the soft rhythm takes over and your 

heart opens up.  It is at such a time that God 

can take over and make Himself present.  And 

as the last notes fade away, your heart is filled with peace and joy.   

The sayings are unanimous: such a wonderful experience!  - but the participants, not necessarily 

equally endowed, were able to decipher such a harmonious language and were able to benefit from 

it.   

For sure and to be put at the top of the agenda for the year: to put oneself in a mode of listening 

and to rediscover one’s interior harmony thanks to the music by which the sublime can travel!  
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“And now I make all things new, heaven and earth”.   

 

By Gaétane Laroche, Montreal 

 

During the course of those three retreat days for the Faith and Sharing group of 

Montreal, at the beginning of July 2012, Father Pierre Desroches invited us to think, to 

discern what God was for us, what God was in our hearts.  Are we in a relationship 

with a God who paralyzes us or with a God, a Father all merciful, a living 

God that brings forth a new heaven and earth?   

In his talks, Pierre Desroches puts forth the case of the adulterous 

woman and that of the apostles and the miraculous fishing.  Jesus, by his 

way of being and his way of doing things, taught them that they can meet 

with him and experience true life - experience still possible today for each 

of us and for our Church. 

Jesus, by giving his life and conquering death, assumed our wounds, 

our weaknesses, our deaths, small or great.   

When we talk of heaven and say that it is yonder, it means that we are 

called to go beyond our limits and avoid locking anyone within his limits.   

A time in the “desert” becomes necessary in order to live in solitude so 

as to know oneself better and to let oneself be transformed by the Light of 

Christ.   

Forgiving oneself, forgiving the others, accepting God’s forgiveness, especially in the sacrament 

of penance, helps us to go beyond our limits.  Love puts us back on our feet to forge ahead.   

When hardship, persecutions come into our lives, into the Church, we are tempted to go back to 

our old stomping grounds.  Thus it was for Peter and the apostles after Jesus’ death: such was their 

despair that they went back to their former way of life, they went back to fishing. 

And as far as we are concerned, what do we do after a broken marriage, what do we say when 

we see our churches no longer full as in the past?  Our first reaction could 

be: “What’s the use?”  “To get rid of a certain emptiness is to end up with 

a certain fullness”.  To go ahead with full confidence is a way of getting rid 

of our fears that could bring us back to our former old habits.   

Thus, we configure ourselves to Christ on the cross who had full 

confidence in his Father.  The pardon that he has given is a call for us to 

be merciful as he was for the adulteress that the people wanted to stone 

to death.   

Life will surge if we give all of ourselves, if we sacrifice ourselves.  We 

reorganize and take on the place that is ours.  So, we say “yes” to God.  

We create a new heaven, a new earth.  Let us therefore be on the right 

road, in the thick of it all, let us together be the leaven that makes 

everything grow.   

Thank you, Father Desroches.  

http://www.google.ca/imgres?num=10&hl=fr&biw=1360&bih=589&tbm=isch&tbnid=vPLdiEpHhAOuPM:&imgrefurl=http://www.oeuvre-fso.org/francais/?p=10&docid=NYMb3vP8L3_z3M&imgurl=http://daswerk-fso.org/Pictures/Spirituelles/Kreuz3.JPG&w=486&h=698&ei=RRpqUPClFMXG0AGOy4HQBw&zoom=1&iact=hc&vpx=947&vpy=205&dur=1857&hovh=269&hovw=187&tx=102&ty=192&sig=103995536078338258943&page=2&tbnh=133&tbnw=93&start=24&ndsp=29&ved=1t:429,r:6,s:24,i:170
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Impressions gathered at the end of the retreat: 

 

All say that they are satisfied and give thanks to God for having had the opportunity to attend. 

* That group is a source of support, of prayer and of comfort.  

* The teaching was clear and enriching. 

* Feeling good and satiated. 

* The faith was alive - seeing oneself in a way of being - a sign that God is at work. 

* The spirituality of Faith and Sharing really reaches out to people in life’s reality and fills the heart. 

* Many have mentioned a good perception of the notion of detachment, of a new earth, and of letting 

God be active in their life.  

 

 

My Impressions on the Montreal Faith and Sharing Retreat 
Summer 2012 

 
By Denise Levac 
Montreal (Quebec) 

 

At Faith and Sharing Montreal, we attended a retreat and the theme was:  “I now 

create a new heaven and a new earth” (Isaiah 65:17), preached by Father Pierre 

Desroches. 

His conferences took us from “an old heaven to a new heaven” and from “an old 

earth to a new earth”, based on two excerpts from Saint John’s Gospel: the adulteress and the 

apparition on the shores of Lake Tiberius, and the Song of Songs.   

In each of our lives, we are on the shores of rivers that we must cross to reach new shores.  No 

matter our ages, our handicap, our social status, all of us, from the moment we are born, are called to 

walk, to skip about, to run on an old earth towards a new earth, under an old heaven towards a new 

heaven until we leave the last shore for a NEW HEAVEN. 

During that retreat, Pierre reminded us that we are truly unique in God’s eyes, 

that He loves us as we are, and that we are of great value in his eyes.  Even though 

we heard it a thousand times, it is always touching to hear it again: “I love you.”   

And so it is thus for His Church that must travel from old heavens to new 

heavens.  We must find new ways of witnessing our faith, because we can no longer 

reach out to the people in the churches.  And those churches, as big as cathedrals, 

would they belong to the old earth? 

We left that retreat with our hearts afire with love for God, but also with a question:  What are 

those ancient earths and new earths on which I want to be to spread the love of Jesus Christ, my 

Savior? 

That retreat was a time of grace for all those who participated. 

Thank you, Lord, for your presence among us. 

Thank you, Mary, of Faith and Sharing Montreal, for a retreat well organized. 

Thank you, Pierre, for your most valuable preaching and for being so “down to earth” with us.   
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Lordy!  Lordy!  Look Who’s 40!!!!!! 

 

 

By Mo Van Gunten 

Cleveland 

 

 

I received e-mail notification regarding the September 15th deadline for the ‘Heart-to-

Heart’ bulletin.  As I read it, my mind bounced blissfully back to this year’s Faith and Sharing retreat: 

‘Let’s Celebrate Jesus!’   

With assistance from the venerable Fr. Jim O’Donnell (a living saint whose courageous and faith-

filled life has had the effect of changing my own in many ways!) and a few other ‘oldies but goodies’, 

our retreat-planning committee got a good glance at many amazing (and amusing!) memories from 

40 years ago (1972), the very first Faith and Sharing retreat in Cleveland (nowthat’sallota peanut 

butter sandwiches!!!). 

A quote by Jean Vanier, (the living saint who changed Fr. Jim’s life!) that I coincidentally (!) read 

earlier this (!) evening, seems to sum up our anniversary retreat quite nicely:  

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

…I’m sitting still in a pew approaching the aged altar at St. 

Augustine’s, listening attentively to Saint (Sister) Corita sacredly 

share, with heart-wrenching honesty (powerful! enough to gently 

open others, much like the inaudible, inconspicuous blooming of a 

rose), her continual refusal to love a grubby, greasy, smelly 

homeless man who wanted her approval shown in a simple hug.  

Her confession was courageous;   it was truth that we all hold inside, 

yearning to break forth in compassion.  

My daughter Kat’s heartstrings were tenderly tugged at by two 

teenagers, twin sisters sharing mild autism, who used their gifted 

voices to lead us all in songs of JOY!  Kathryn was likewise struck 

by the choir at St. Agnes - - they surely did put the ‘S’ in soul music, 

their rhythm springing from deep Within!  Our anniversary retreat 

“We will never win the Olympics of humanity, 

 racing for perfection, 

 but we can walk together in hope, 

 celebrating that we are loved in our brokenness: 

 helping each other, 

 growing in trust, 

 living in thanksgiving, 

 learning to forgive, 

 opening up to others and welcoming them, 

 and striving to bring peace and hope to the world.” 
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was crowned by Willie Mae Wright’s Presence, in her words of wisdom and Spirit-inspired song! 

(guess we sang a lot!) …and of course, Steve Rico and Jerry Dusa crooned much-anticipated and 

familiar melodies, like: ‘Hosanna to the King of Kings …till the break of dawn!’ and other Faith and 

Sharing favorites. 

Fr. Jim and Sister Maggie watered our germinating 

retreat seeds n’ sprouts with platters of rich ‘food for 

thought’ in sharing their courage, wisdom, faith, love and 

of course JOY! in humor  :)  

It has been said that ‘gratitude is the heart’s 

memory.’  Over the years, my heart has been 

refashioned, like ‘quick-dry’ modeling compound sculpted 

around indelible memory chips of love, to encompass the 

abundance of grace-filled memories of our Faith and 

Sharing Retreats, especially 2012 Celebrating 

Jesus!!!!  

 

 

Taking the time to be thankful 

 

By Lise Morin 

Coordinator Faith and Sharing Sherbrooke 

 

Greetings: 

Faith and Sharing communities have existed in North America for more than forty 
years because some people believed that we could live the Word of God in all simplicity.  These 
persons also understood that it was the “little ones”, so cherished by the Father, who enjoyed meeting 
one another and recharging their batteries.   

Therefore, I think it is important to recognize the work done by 
the leaders of each community who, with great humility, have put to 
good use their capacity to be of service.  Also it is important to take 
the time to thank them for the love they offer so that their 
community may have abundant life.  No doubt that there are many 
others who offer to help and who contribute to the growth of the 
Faith and Sharing family.  Our most sincere thanks to them also. 

Just recently, Marc Rioux accepted the responsibility of 
becoming the next North American French Coordinator.  He 
replaces Jean Roy.  I wish him the very best and may the Holy 
Spirit shower upon him the necessary graces that he will need to 
spread the good news of Faith and Sharing so that our 
communities may grow in numbers.  Thanks to both of them for 
their “faith”.  

I would also like to thank all those that are part of Faith and 
Sharing in one way or another. 

Take care and God bless!   
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Quebec Web Site: Conferences available 
 
By Jean-Claude Lizotte 
Quebec Coordinator  
 

It’s a pleasure to let you know that, on our Web Site, we now have the talks from 
the days of prayer and the last retreat in audio version.  

March 2012: Laurette Lepage 
May: Sr. Claudette Dumont 
June : Bishop Maurice Couture 
August: Gilles Beauchemin, s.j. 
2012 Retreat: Father Pierre Desroches and Sr. Rita Gagné  
September: Marc Rioux 

These conferences are in French. You can listen to them on the following Web 
site: www.foietpartage.org in the section “Ressourcement”,(renewal) sub-sections 
“Allocutions disponibles” (Talks available) and “Retraite populaire d’été”. (Summer popular 

retreat) 

I wish to thank my friends Mario Vézina and Jacques Blanchette for the help 
they have provided.  Without them, we would not have that information.   

 

 

Faith and Sharing: Living the Gospel 

 

 

By Marc Rioux 

New North American French 

Coordinator 

 

“What we have seen and heard 

we are telling you 

so that you too may be in communion 

with us.”  1 John 1,3 

The Faith and Sharing community was for me quite an experience of fraternal life, of spiritual 

growth and of commitment.  I must admit that it was there that I truly met and recognized Jesus as my 

Beloved Saviour.   

First of all, during my first retreat with Jean Vanier in 1970 was the first time that I heard 

somebody talking of Jesus in such a way.  He really knew Him, surely he had met Him, I thought.  His 

words were clear, comforting but also quite demanding as those of the prophets... calling me to 

accept my frailties and to be closer to people living in poor conditions, people often marginalized, 

considered less than nothing.  In other words, getting closer to the “poor”: sacrament of Christ. 

It is there also that I acquired a strong desire to read and to meditate on the Bible as a letter 

addressed to my very deep inner being.  I experienced the sharing of the Holy Scriptures with my 

brothers and sisters; they became the Word of God, a living Word, giving life to everything as when 

we share the bread of fraternity. 
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And also, community life during the retreats, days of prayers, even in a daily routine, became for 

me a school of Christian life and of evangelic experience: the welcoming of each and everyone by 

everyone as a brother or a sister with their weaknesses, their limits, their wounds as well as with their 

charms and qualities.  It is so wonderful to be accepted and loved as we are, to be able to be weak, 

fragile and wounded.   

One of the basic and fundamental elements of Faith and Sharing that really impressed me was 

the sharing with a “prayer group”.  Sharing what I am living, be it small or big, beautiful and not so 

beautiful, interesting or difficult; to ask and to give thanks...  By speaking spontaneously to Jesus 

himself instead of only to others, believing that He is present among the group, but in a different way 

other than in the Eucharist.  As I can listen to Jesus and talk to Him in silence when I am resting at 

the Katimavik, I can also listen and talk to Him openly when with the group.  Thus, the other members 

can add to my prayer to Jesus before someone else shares his prayer.  Such an original way to pray 

was for me, as well for others, a means of healing, of journeying in the faith, a strict commitment.  

How can I say to Jesus, in front of all the others, my aspirations, my fears, my faith, my doubts... 

without thereafter seeking to live out the consequences.  Finally, I must admit that I have learned to 

pray by being with Faith and Sharing.  In the past years, it is true, I was involved with groups sharing 

our faith or the Word of God, groups that began or ended with a prayer, but I had never been part of a 

prayer group, such as the one found in Faith and Sharing - a team in which silence has as great a 

part as praying, a team that allows us to speak spontaneously to Jesus. 

Faith and Sharing is also the place where I discovered, thanks to those who called me to proclaim 

the Word, that I had a certain charisma to do it.  My capability to do so, especially within Faith and 

Sharing, allows me to say, in accordance with Vatican II, that “the Word is a source, pure and 

inexhaustible, for the spiritual life because the Word is alive and efficient”; comforting and engaging...  

“It is the Word that livens the faith, makes 

it come to life and fills the Christian’s 

heart... it is the Word that gives birth to a 

community and makes it grow”.   

I clearly see the mission of Faith and 

Sharing in a world that needs to be 

evangelized: to announce and live by our 

commitments to justice the Good News of 

salvation through Jesus Christ.  

 
Revitalizing our Communities 

 
By Jacques Pelletier, priest 
Spiritual Coordinator, N.-A. Committee - Faith and Sharing 
 

Quite often, we have heard our local communities talking of 
their future and the difficulty they have in recruiting among the 
participants and renewing the leadership.  

Many persons have been there for the past several years and work generously for the good of the 
communities.  They would be willing to give up their place.  They are somewhat exhausted, but don’t 
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dare leave because of the lack of replacements.  They strongly believe in the grace of Faith and 
Sharing, and they hold high its brilliant flame.     

But, in most of the communities, especially in the French regions, we worry about the future and 
we ask ourselves what can be done to bring in new blood... 

At the North American Committee of Faith and Sharing, we have taken time to examine the 
situation that we are well aware of.  You’ll easily understand that we have no miraculous solution...  
We also don’t know how we could create or bring forth a common effort.   

Several communities try to invite new persons to their activities.  We must continue to do so, 
without even waiting for concrete results.   

We are aware that it is really important for each of our communities to pray continuously and to 
bear in mind the reality of our situation.  Let us offer together the future of our communities, the future 
of Faith and Sharing... and let us be aware of the Spirit’s callings, so as to build a bright future. 

We know that together, we will be able to discover what God is calling us to do, what future He 
wants to prepare FOR us and WITH us... 

Thank you for your perseverance! Thank you for looking forward to tomorrow!   

 

You’re Invited! Save the Date! 

2013 North American Retreat 
Monday June 10 to Thursday June 13, 2013 

 

By Isabelle Frappier 
North American secretary 
 

The North American retreat is almost here.  Let’s put these dates on our calendars so our busy 

schedule does not get in the way of attending this prayerful gathering of Faith and Sharing members 

across Canada and the United States.  

Here are some of the details: 

Theme : "I need you” 

Date: Monday June 10 from 7 p.m. (arrival starting at 6 p.m.) to Thursday June 13, 2013, 1 p.m. 

(after lunch) 

Animators: An “experienced” team of Faith and Sharing.   Each talk will be given in English or 

French. Translation equipment will be provided.  

Place: Scarboro Foreign Mission, 2685 Kingston Road, Scarborough, Ontario (near Toronto). 

Website: www.scarboromissions.ca. 

Transportation: Arrangements will be made to pick up people from the airport or bus terminal and 

drive them to the Mission.  

Registration: A copy of the registration form is attached to the bulletin.  You may find the form on the 

website at www.faithandsharing.net. Please send the completed form and the registration fees to 

Isabelle Frappier at the address shown on the form.  

Cost: $240 room and board   (Money should not be an impediment to come to the retreat.) 

            $20 registration fees   

The North American retreats take place every third year.  Don`t miss this opportunity to come and 
share and create bonds with other communities.  This is your own time and you don’t have to worry 
about anything but to take time to meditate, pray and share with other members of Faith and Sharing.  
Please make plans to attend!  

http://www.scarboromissions.ca/
http://www.faithandsharing.net/
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Meetings, 2012-2013 Season 
English speaking groups 

Group Location Dates Time Theme for 
the year 

Person to contact Remarks Next Retreat 

Cleveland 
(Ohio) 

2186 E. 35th 
Street, 
Cleveland 

2nd Tuesday of 
the month 

7:00 pm  Michelle Rodio: 
mrodio@hotmail.com 
 

 Summer 
2013 

Detroit 
(Michigan) 

Corpus Christi 
Parish  

3rd  Sunday of 
the month,  
except  
January, June, 
July , August 

3:00 pm 
to 
5:00 pm 

 Pat Mueller: 
paulmueller1@juno.com 
John Fitzpatrick: 
jmfitzpatrick@msn.com 
Vivian Spence: 
viviespence@hotmail.com 

 August 2-4, 
2013 

Jacksonville 
(Florida) 

    Rebecca Aleman  
(904) 230-7447  
dosacamps@gmail.com 
www.dosacamps.com 

 August 6-10, 
2013 

Halifax 
(Nova Scotia) 

Glasgow House, 
Parkland Estates, 
Baker's Dr., 
Dartmouth 

3rd Thursday of 
the month 

7:00 pm  Terry Wigle 
(902) 465-6890 

  

Saint John 
(New 
Brunswick) 

355 Prince St. 
Apt 17 

   Jannette Jarvis  
(506) 651-1384 

  

Saskatoon 
(Saskatchewan) 

    Lucie Leduc,  
(306) 242-1916 
 programming@queenshouse.com 

  

Toronto 
(Ontario) 

Downtown 
Toronto 

Days of prayer: 
December 1st     
March 2nd  
(to confirm) 

  Monica Donovan 
(416) 425-9944 

Advent and 
Lenten Day 
of Prayer 

August  
11-15, 
2013 

Vancouver 
Island 
(British 
Columbia) 

Bethlehem 
Retreat Center, 
Nanaimo (BC) 

   Andre and Mary Catherine 
Ruel   
(250) 338-9072 
amcruel@shaw.ca 

 Summer 
2013 

Yarmouth 
(Nova Scotia) 

Villa St. Joseph 
Nursing Home, 
Dayton 

1st Wednesday 
of the month 

1:00 pm  
 

 Marilyn Moore: 
902-742-0039 
 

 Summer 
2013 

mailto:mrodio@hotmail.com
mailto:paulmueller1@juno.com
mailto:jmfitzpatrick@msn.com
mailto:viviespence@hotmail.com
mailto:dosacamps@gmail.com
http://www.dosacamps.com/
mailto:programming@queenshouse.com
mailto:amcruel@shaw.ca
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Meetings, 2012-2013 Season 
French speaking groups 

 
Group Location Dates Time Theme for 

the year 
Person to contact Remarks Next Retreat 

Montréal 
QC 

Notre-Dame-des-
Neiges Church 
5320 Côte-des-
Neiges 

3rd Saturday of 
the month 
 

9:30 am  
to  
4:00 pm 

To believe 
with all his 
heart 

Mary Munroe 
(514) 481-1387 
munroe80@videotr
on.ca 

Bring your 
lunch 

 

Ottawa 
ON 

    Isabelle Frappier  
Robert Cronier 
(613) 741-8769 

  

Québec  
QC 

I.R.D.P.Q. 
Centre François-
Charron, 525 
Wilfrid-Hamel 

Last Saturday of 
the month, 
except: 
- December 15  
- June 15 

10:00 am  
to  
3:45 pm 

Who is Jesus? (418) 651-2880 
(418) 831-0125 
Web site (French only): 
www.foietpartage.org 

Bring your 
lunch 

 

Rouyn-
Noranda  
QC 

St. Guillaume of 
Granada Church 
OR  
Guylaine’s home 

1st  Monday of the 
month 

7:00 pm 
to 
8:30 

 Gisèle and Émilien 
Labelle 
(819) 762-2515 

Praying and 
sharing the 
Gospel of 
the day 

Summer 2013 
 
Open retreat  

Sherbrooke 
QC 

Précieux-Sang 
Church 
OR  
Maison Les 
Béatitudes 

2nd Sunday of the 
month,  
except  
October and May: 
3rd Sunday 

1:30 pm  
to  
7:00 pm 

Aging in God, 
the soul 
serene 

Lise Morin 
lise.morin52@video
tron.ca 

Shared Meal 
 
 

July 29-31, 
2013 
 
Open retreat 

Valleyfield 
QC 

Saint-Augustin 
Church 
110, Mathias 
Street 
Salaberry-de-
Valleyfield 

3rd  Monday of the 
month, except : 
- December 
- May 
 

6 :45 pm 
to  
9:15 pm 

“I will 
demonstrate 
my faith to you 
from my 
works” 
James 2, 18  

Julie Prégent 

(450) 373-1956 
pregent.julie@bell
.net 

 Summer 2013 
 
One day 
retreat 
 

 
 

mailto:munroe80@videotron.ca
mailto:munroe80@videotron.ca
http://www.foietpartage.org/
mailto:lise.morin52@videotron.ca
mailto:lise.morin52@videotron.ca
mailto:pregent.julie@bell.net
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